
 

 

 

 

“Thanks for purchase. We look forward to your positive reviews. If 

our product doesn’t work for you then, there is no point doing 

business with you! That’s why we made out time to provide this 

usage instruction to prevent wrong usage by our customers.” 

 

USAGE INSTRUCTIONS - This pdf contains actionable tips on how to 

use this product to achieve maximum results. 
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I understand the emotional toll hair loss has on men and we're here to face it with you and 

help you get solution. So be ready to mean business with it by following our instructions 

consistently then SUCCESS IS GUARANTEED! 

 

1. Usage Instructions (for best results) 

 

First use the derma roller. Please use the derma roller only 2 times weekly. 

 

Use a warm towel to clean and moisturize the scalp before and after using the derma roller.  

 

How to use the derma roller for good results: 

Step 1: Disinfect the micro needles by 75% alcohol or with boiling water and dry it for 15 

minutes; 

 

Step 2: Move the roller four times at least in four directions (on bald regions), horizontally, 

vertically, and diagonally right and left for 5minutes. 

 

Step 3: Then apply the intensive hair spray as instructed below. 

 

Intensive hair spray usage: 

Step 1: Keep your hair and scalp dry before use. 

 

Step 2: Spray twice a day and 2-5 times on the surface of the hair scalp. 



 

Step 3: Penetrate the hair scalp with a gentle message for 2-3 minutes and wash your hands 

thoroughly. 

 

2. Dos and Don'ts 

1. Do not use the derma roller on a wounded or irritated scalp. 

2. Ensure you disinfect the derma roller with hot boiling water before use. 

3. follow the usage consistently. 

4. Don't forcefully use the derma roller, please use gently. 

5. Use the spray sparingly, drenching your scalp with it won't lessen the time to get expected 

results. 

6. Stop checking for results every time, get your mind off it but be consistent. Check for 

improvements only once a week. 

7. Be patient with the usage, good things don't come easily. Some hair loss treatments may last 

up to 5 months and some just a month depending on the individuals response to treatment and 

how severe the hair loss is. 

3. Possible Complications To Experience 

This spray has no side effects as it is made from natural plant nutrients. However, using the 

derma roller may come with some complications which may last a few weeks and later subside. 

These are: 

⚫ The scalp may get darker after a few days usage - this is a result of the puncture made by 

the derma roller needles. 

⚫ The scalp starts to exfoliate I.e wear off old skin - this is a normal occurrence with derma 

rollers. This helps to release any ingrown hair in your scalp. This exact reason makes the 

derma roller the best treatment stretch marks and wrinkles as it helps to wear off old dead 

skin. 

⚫ You may feel a hot sensation the first time you use the derma roller. This is as a result of the 

punctures made by the derma needles. Don’t panic, is natural. 

4, Waiting Time to See Positive Results 



If you’re looking to see magic results with this product under 7 days, please return this product 

and we will offer you a full refund of your money.  

You need to exercise patience with usage to see results, don’t throw our reputation in the mud 

because you’re impatient. 

⚫ Within 1-2 weeks of consistent usage, you may notice no results at all. Dormant hair follicles 

are massaged and revived within this period. 

⚫ In 3-4 weeks, you may notice few new hair sprouts. Within this period dead hair follicles are 

getting revived. 

⚫ In 4-6 weeks, the new hair growths are getting more even and noticeable. 

⚫ 6 weeks above - continue usage till the results you need are achieved. Results are 

permanent and hair will continue growing even after visiting the barbing salon. 

 

Product info @: https://skinol.com.ng/pod/hair-regrowth-kit/ 

https://skinol.com.ng/pod/hair-regrowth-kit/

